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Can we  
Co-operate?

A honey producers’ co-operative could be the saviour of many New 
Zealand beekeeping businesses, says the driving force behind a 

movement to explore the feasibility of such a venture.
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Bruce Clow, owner and director of Ceracell Beekeeping Supplies, 
has been the face of the movement launched in April. A co-
op would likely purchase, pack and market New Zealand 
honeys, with the goal of creating a business that could not only 
consistently buy beekeepers’ honey, but potentially offer support 
to their ventures through pooling of knowledge, skills  

and resources.

Clow says he has seen the effect the current downturn in demand 
for non-Manuka honey has had on small and medium-sized 
commercial beekeepers.

“One of the things that really worries me is we have third 
generation beekeepers, family businesses, that could go under. 
There is all that expertise and beekeeping knowledge that would 
be lost.”

His dealings with beekeepers through his Auckland-based 
business meant he saw the pressure the current market situation 
put people under. Ceracell had always said they “were here to help 
beekeepers”, so the director took it upon himself to host 17 public 
meetings up and down the country in April. There he gauged the 
mood and opinions of beekeepers and the idea of forming a co-
operative was front of mind for many.

Follow-up consultation has seen approximately 350 beekeepers 
or businesses representing more than 113,000 hives show interest 
in exploring a co-op model. 

“To build a lasting co-op you need to realise there is good times 
and bad times, but together we will get through it,” Clow says.

Beekeepers dedication to forming an effective co-op was 
evidenced in June in their response to a call for “seed money”. 
These contributions were earmarked to fund the early market 
research which would provide the basis for a business model.

“170 beekeeping businesses stumped up with gifts. These are no-
strings-attached gifts of money when they don’t have any money. 
They are strapped for cash. So I think there is a realisation in the 
industry that you can’t get something for nothing and there has to 
be a big amount of give and take.”

The goal was to raise $100,000 by June 21 and if the total 
gathered failed to reach six figures the money would be returned 
to the backers. Almost $97,000 was raised by the deadline, and 
despite not hitting the target, those who donated directed just 
over $83,000 be retained by the co-op launch vehicle so it could 
serve its stated purpose. This has allowed the formation of the 
Honey Trustee Company, and plans are moving ahead to seek 
substantially more funding to undertake the next step. 

“We are preparing a preliminary business plan that fully explains 
the condition of the industry, the importance of a co-op, the 
importance of small to medium commercial beekeepers, how a co-
op would be of benefit and how it would function. Then if we get 
the sort of money we would need, we would hire some marketing 
experts and we could find out, is there the opportunity for well 
branded products that would fetch a premium overseas for a 

financially sustainable co-op.”
Professionals with knowledge in forming co-ops have 
been guiding the process, with lawyers from Auckland firm 

Simpson-Grierson and accountants from PwC involved.
The primary target for funding is the government’s 
Provincial Growth Fund, while the Ministry for Primary 

Industries is also being shoulder tapped.
Clow believes the government should be seriously 
interested in what they are doing because of the 

opportunity to rescue many small to medium 
sized beekeeping operations and the flow on 
benefit that would have for the horticulture 

and agriculture industries. 
As the search for additional funding goes on, 

the co-op group is seeking opinion from industry 
bodies, Apiculture NZ, NZ Beekeeping Inc. and the 

UMF Honey Association. From them Clow hopes to 

Bruce Clow
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receive “support or neutrality”. Though no formal responses had 
been received at the time of writing, he says early discussions have 
been positive.

Many at those organisations will have intimate knowledge of 
the most recent honey producers co-operative in New Zealand, 
which ran from 1984 to 2014. So too does Clow, following his recent 
education process. He believes the failings of that co-op could be 
drawn from when developing any new model, especially the issue 
of some shareholder’s reluctance to supply 100 percent of their 
honey crop.

“We have talked through the issues with our advisers and they 
are darn sure if you don’t have this philosophy the co-op will fail. 
That is, beekeepers can either opt in or not. If you are in, you 
supply everything you produce. It’s opt in and all in, or you don’t 
get in.”

From his research, Clow also believes the South Island Clover 
honey focused co-op of 1984-2014 was slow to react to the 
Manuka honey boom. This was exasperated by a disconnect 
between the marketing and purchasing arms of the model. 

“They got caught out and for a long time were managing the 
business with blinkers on and by the time the blinkers came off, it 
was too late,” the Ceracell founder says.

The approximately 350 beekeepers showing interest in the new 
co-op would produce between 2000 and 3000 tonnes of honey 
annually it is believed. They currently hold about 2000 tonnes in 

storage. How a co-op deals with a honey backlog would probably 
vary on a case-by-case basis Clow envisions.

“If someone joined, the co-op would have a moral obligation 
to support them financially … Some beekeepers we might have 
to buy their 50 tonnes outright to save them, if they want to be 
saved. Maybe pay them out over two or three years.”

The attitudes of the members would go a long way to the 
success or failure of the potential new business Clow says, and 
there should be a considerable level of emotional involvement on 
both sides.

“We need to ensure the co-op is built on issues of the heart and 
not financial issues because there is going to be times when it 
might look better outside the co-op. To build a lasting co-op you 
need to realise there is good times and bad times, but together we 
will get through it.”

Born in Canada, Clow has lived much of his life in New Zealand 
and raised a family here. Over the past few months he has 
spent considerable time and personal wealth to drive the co-op 
process. He says he will continue as required, following his and his 
company’s mantra to help beekeepers.

Most of the details are still to be worked through and the co-op 
is only a concept at this stage. Despite all of that uncertainty, Clow 
says he can be sure of one thing.

 “It is not just about the money. If it is just about the money, the 
co-op will fail.”

Leading the way for honey  
in all shapes and sizes...

When it comes to export quality packaging for honey, 
Pharmapac really shapes up.

Pharmapac is also an Enviromark Gold Accredited 
manufacturer, an Operation Clean Sweep partner 

(ensuring zero pallet, flake and powdered plastic enters 
our marine environment) and ISO 9001∶2015 accredited 

which all ensures we are a responsible manufacturer 
and do all we can to lessen any impacts.

pharmapac.co.nz
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Our motto of “News, Views and Promotions – for Beekeepers  
– by Beekeepers” sets us on our path, but I envision the content 
will be guided by the readers. With this in mind, read through  
this first issue, taking in my editorial on page 13. Then give us your 
feedback.

My wife, Laura, and I are Marlborough-based beekeepers. Our 
partnership, Pyramid Apiaries, has approximately 400 honey, 
pollination and queen-rearing hives. The onset of winter must 
have afforded my mind time for the idea of Apiarist’s Advocate 
to manifest. Once it did, it made sense for us to pursue it as we 
believe it will be of value to the industry and we have the ability to 
make it work.

Apiarist’s Advocate has quickly developed from an idea, in May, 
to a concept in the intervening months and now reality. We held 
a booth at the Apiculture New Zealand Conference in June and it 
was great to subscribe so many people there as well as network 
with people from all corners of apiculture.

We hope beekeepers will benefit from our publication and 
by making it freely available you have the opportunity to easily 
assess the value. That makes advertising revenue essential to 
making Apiarist’s Advocate financially viable and the product more 
complete. The advertising in these pages will help readers seek out 
the best products, the best deals and new innovations, while being 
made aware of applicable events and public notices.

It has taken a leap-of-faith by the businesses that, without 
having seen our publication, have chosen to advertise in this first 
issue. It is encouraging for the industry to have these open minds.    

Much of the writing in these pages, at least in early editions, will 
be from my own pen (should that be keyboard?). It may not remain 
that way. Researching, writing, fact-checking and editing a story 
is a time-consuming process. In time, some of our stories may 
become submitted articles. If that is the case, we will always make 
it clear to the reader from where stories have been sourced.

Apiarist’s Advocate should also be seen as a vehicle for 
subscribers to voice their views. It is my hope that we develop 
a constructive, well thought through opinions and letters to the 
editor section. I have set the grounds for this on page 13.

Neither Laura nor myself are members of any industry groups 
or ever have been. This is both a strength and weakness of our 
publication. Laura holds a Certificate in Apiculture from Telford, 
and between us we have a combined eight seasons in apiculture, 
first working for large commercial operations and now ourselves.

This recency to beekeeping means we do not have a deep 
understanding of the history of the industry or its politics. 
Hopefully this means we ask more questions and provide the detail 

required to get a full understanding of important matters. 
Previous to beekeeping I worked as a sports reporter with 

Fairfax Media, and before that I had been an advertising 
consultant with the same company, completed a Diploma in  
Web Development and Masters in Business majoring in Sport. I 
was raised and continue to work, as time allows, on a sheep and 
beef farm. 

These experiences have given us the ability to move Apiarist’s 
Advocate to the start line. We hope they stand us in good stead  
to advance.

Much of this first issue may seem tailored to those who 
derive a living from apiculture, but I do not wish to overlook the 
hobbyist beekeeper. Laura and my experience is commercial, so I 
encourage the part-time beekeepers to inform us on how we can 
provide content to best suit your interests.

Our eMagazine can be read in a variety of ways and most 
people will have access to it at almost all times – on your mobile 
devices. We encourage you to save a copy on your device for 
offline access, which you can come back to at any time.  
The easiest way to do this is probably saving the pdf to your  
home screen.

It is just as easily read on a laptop or desktop computer and 
some subscribers may prefer a printed publication. For that 
reason, Apiarist’s Advocate is laid-out on A4 pages. This makes for 
easy printing, either at home or for businesses who wish to make a 
hard copy for their staff room. 

We employ no staff in either Pyramid Apiaries or Apiarist’s 
Advocate (although we contract out design and layout). We like 
this control, but it could limit the output of Apiarist’s Advocate. So 
bear with us, especially through the busy beekeeping months!

We almost certainly won’t be able 
to cover everything we might want, 
but like the New Zealand honey 
industry, we will aim for quality 
over quantity.

Welcome

Welcome to the inaugural issue of Apiarist’s Advocate.  
It is great to get it out and under the eyes of those it is intended for  

– primarily beekeepers, but also the wider apiculture industry.

Patrick Dawkins, Editor

Patrick and  
Laura Dawkins
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Sean Goodwin
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“The New Zealand honey industry is suffering from self-inflicted 
wounds,” said Sean Goodwin from the stage of the Rotorua 
Energy Events Centre.

“We are where we are because of our behaviours and the 
decisions we have decided to make.”

His words fell on the attentive ears of an audience of 
approximately 300 beekeepers and wider industry  
stakeholders, many of who continue to grapple with a fast-
changing honey industry.

Goodwin is uniquely placed to comment on the state of the 
industry, having a foot in many camps – as a honey buyer, packer 
and marketer as well as the largest industry body representing 
New Zealand beekeepers.

On the second day of the national conference he provided 
insight into international Manuka and non-Manuka honey markets 
and the failings of New Zealand’s current “broken” model for 
buying, selling and marketing the product.

Underlining most of his words was his assertion that the actions 
of the honey industry collectively had brought it to its current state 
– and how it will take cooperation to right the path.

Wounded and Broken  
– but Fixable

At a time when honey prices have dropped, many feel left in the dark 
regarding the state of the industry. Shining some light on the situation 
was Sean Goodwin at the Apiculture New Zealand Conference in June. 
The 100% Pure New Zealand Honey CEO and Apiculture New Zealand 

Deputy Chair spoke freely on the global honey market, broken model in 
New Zealand and the opportunity “to define a new paradigm for honey.”

HOW WE GOT HERE

Since 2012, honey production in New Zealand has approximately 
doubled, as did prices for non-Manuka honey, but the exports of 
that same honey declined Goodwin explained. 

“Five years ago we (100% Pure NZ Honey) were selling 100 tonne 
of Clover honey to Japan at $6.30 a kilo to the beekeeper. We 
have not sold a kg since then. The season after that the price went 
to $8, then $10 then $12,” the CEO explained.

“It wasn’t because anyone anywhere was demanding those 
products, in a jar, labelled as Clover or Rewarewa (or any other 
non-Manuka monofloral) and was prepared to pay that price. 
They were being blended into a product that was going off-shore 
as Manuka. So the price was set by the demand for them by 
the people who wanted to put it into Manuka. I can’t argue with 
anyone for taking that price. It was the price of the day. I think we 
all knew it wasn’t going to last and wasn’t genuine, or based on 
demand for that product. It was always going to fall.”

Fall it has and the international markets for those monofloral 
honeys have been neglected because the profit-margins were not 
attractive to packers and marketers, Goodwin explained, using two 
succinct examples.

“There was no point spending a minute talking to a customer in 
Europe about this beautiful Honey Dew if the starting point was 
$12. If the starting point is $6, great, we have got a chance.

“I pay my staff in dollars an hour. If I pay them $20 an hour to 
pack honey, would I rather pack a $6-a-kilo honey or a $60-a-kilo 
honey? It’s not rocket science.

“We can get this market back. We can solve the problem of too 
much non-Manuka honey in New Zealand, but we have got to be 
realistic because the market disappeared because of our  
own pricing.”

That situation led to a focus on exporting Manuka honey. 
Although the flagship native honey is not facing the same 
headwinds as its less touted New Zealand monofloral 
counterparts, Goodwin once again outlined a scenario which saw 
honey producers, packers and marketers combine to inflict the 
current wounds on the industry.

“Analytica came up with a wonderful tool that said ‘this honey 
is a UMF 8+ and in a year’s time it will be a 15+’. Everyone in the 
room said, ‘thank you very much, I will take it as a 15+ and I am 
happy to sell it to you now’… [100% Pure NZ Honey] bought 70% 



more honey that year than the previous year, and 70% more than 
we used. We did it the year after as well. Overnight we went from 
three months stock to 15 months, and I’m pretty sure we were not 
the only ones who did it.”

That flurry of buying and resulting backlog has led to a 
disconnect between international consumer demand and the 
buying patterns of New Zealand packers, Goodwin explained.

“It is a correction. Consumer demand is still growing. You just 
sold us all that honey in the past, and now we are using it.”

That meant going forward beekeepers may have to work with 
their honey buyers to drip-feed honey, rather than sell in one hit, 
Goodwin said.

“We have had this massive boom-and-bust, up-and-down cycle, 
and it explains why there is a disconnect and why we have honey 
sitting there now, but it is not always going to be that way.”

THE GLOBAL SITUATION

Keeping a keen eye on the global honey landscape from his 
company’s Timaru base is essential to Goodwin’s roles.
He described an international honey market that has reached an 
“infliction point”.

“If you think that we are unique in the struggles we are facing at 
the moment, absolutely not.”

He believed an increase in costs, diminished yields and lower 
honey prices were commonalities among many honey-producing 
nations. New Zealand, the second-ranked honey exporter globally 
but outside the top 10 by quantity, was not competing in the 
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lower-end markets. However, Goodwin explained that as prices get 
driven down there, New Zealand honey is affected. 

“The US production is only 25% of their demand, so they buy 
honey in. Chinese honey has been going into the US market at $3 
a kilogram, and we don’t compete with that – we shouldn’t, but 
there is a massive flow-on effect. What do you think then happens 
to Brazil, Argentina and the honeys out of Europe? They are the 
ones being impacted because they were selling at a cheaper price 
than us. So now they have to go somewhere else. They have to go 
to the markets we have been selling to. The flow-on effect means 
that pressure then goes onto us.” 

Adding to that pressure was the proliferation of adulterated 
honeys in the international market. Catching fraudsters was 
essential, but not easy, Goodwin stated.

“Yes there might be some cost involved, but the cost of not 
doing it, and the cost of allowing these other so-called honeys, 
to continue to be promulgated around the world is only going to 
worsen our situation down the track.”

BACK AT HOME

Speaking candidly from the stage in Rotorua, Goodwin projected 
annual market figures. Included among them were production 
and sales estimates which highlight the basis of the New Zealand 
honey industry’s predicament.

“We have produced 20,000 tonnes of honey, we are exporting 
9000, there is about 2000 going through the supermarkets,  
I can see that through scanned sales. Then there is probably  
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about 4000 tonnes that goes through grey channels such as 
tourism markets.”

What remains is an annual surplus in recent years of, at best 
guess, 5000 tonnes. That could have been building up for as 
many as four years, leaving approximately 20,000 tonnes of 
mostly non-Manuka honey unsold on New Zealand shores, 
Goodwin explained.

The availability of export and domestic sales figures make it 
possible to quantify the non-Manuka situation somewhat. However 
when it comes to Manuka honey, it is much harder to know what is 
out there and where, especially internationally.

“We sell honey typically in containers, perhaps in smaller 
amounts too. They go to markets, they go to warehouses of 
distributors and that is the end of it. We don’t see it. It is incredibly 
frustrating. You don’t know what stock is in the trade.”

He also said there was not enough focus on growing the Manuka 
honey market, with players instead grappling for a share of the 
existing customers.

“There are over 250 brands of Manuka honey fighting it out with 
one another on the global market. It is madness. Nobody is talking 
to people who have never heard of Manuka … If you have this kind 
of over intensity, whether in production or supply, and high cost 
structures, you don’t invest anything. You don’t do any research 
and development, you don’t do any marketing. Everyone is paying 
for a CEO and a salesperson. It is madness and we need to find a 
way around it.”

GIVE ME HOPE

Identifying the problem is the first step to finding a solution, 
which was what the conference crowd was looking and listening 
for. To that end, Goodwin’s address not only highlighted what 
he perceived as the problems facing the industry, it reinforced a 
mantra of “something needs to change”.

“What I am hoping you will take out of this is that change could 
be very good for us, because there is a lot of opportunity.”

The world demand for honey is growing and although New 
Zealand has a backlog and an annual surplus, he believes 
international markets for Kiwi honey, both Manuka and otherwise, 
can be established and grown. By again using approximate 
figures, Goodwin shed light on the global production and export 
landscape.

“If we think the global export market is 500,000 tonnes and 
growing at 20,000 tonnes a year, there is a huge opportunity  
for us.”

Global population growth and greater affluence in developing 
markets such as India, China and South East Asia all play into New 
Zealand’s export focus, he said.

“Many of the countries themselves are unable to supply their 
own demand for honey …Turkey (the second largest producer of 
honey in the world) only needs to grow a little bit more in terms of 
population or demand and they will have to import honey. Once 
they start importing and other countries start importing, there will 
be huge demand. That’s a great situation for us to be in.”

Having Manuka as a stablemate should be leveraged to try and 
pull the value of our other honeys up, Goodwin reasoned, while 
also stressing the value of “New Zealand Inc” as the starting point 
for marketers.

From there, being able to promote the benefits of non-Manuka 
New Zealand honeys would be a natural step. On that Goodwin 
didn’t pull punches.

NO QUICK FIX

“This is what ApiNZ wanted to do, this is what as an industry group 
we need to do,” the ApiNZ Board member said. 

“We need to find some reasons, if there are such reasons, why 
Kanuka should stand on its own. But you voted … 76 percent of 
commercial beekeepers said, ‘no thankyou, we will go on our  
own’. So we can go back, and start marketing based on New 
Zealand Inc, and pretty pictures of Mitre Peak and those things, 
but in the foreseeable future there will be no research done into 
those other things. ” 

Big exporters, such as Comvita and Manuka Health, were not 
likely to conduct research into non-Manuka honey either.

“We have to be realistic here. Nobody is going to do that work. 
It’s not going to happen.”

Despite the failed levy proposal, he felt Apiculture New Zealand 
should not dwell on that result and instead play a key role  
moving forward.

“As an apiculture board, we have to take the bit between our 
teeth. Otherwise we will be here in 12 or 24 months saying, how do 
we find our way through this?

“We have to show some leadership and find a home for 
the 5000 tonnes, because organisations like us do things that 
members can’t do themselves. And you can’t go and find a home 
for this yourself.”

Alongside that, he felt beekeepers needed to band together 
where they could. One way might be through a co-operative, or at 
least the current conversation around forming a co-op might lead 
to other solutions.

“There are ways to collaborate that do not require massive 
amounts of investment or huge numbers of people. Simply working 
together and finding ways to optimise costs will go a long way to 
helping ourselves individually and collectively.

“Unfortunately we have a pretty divisive culture and we have 
had for a long time. There are people who would lay blame for the 
current situation at the feet of Apiculture NZ, or the feet of packers 
… there is an us-and-them situation. It is not that way … most 
of the companies that are referred to as packers are beekeepers 
as well, so we need to get away from this idea that somebody is 
responsible and somebody has to fix this for me.”

Some wounds heal quickly, some are made deeper and take 
time and a collaborative approach to fully diagnose, treat and 
then heal. Goodwin’s reasoned address determined the honey 
industry was on the latter path and that there is a remedy.

“The future is very positive. But we need to show leadership … 
We need to work together. It is certainly not something you or I, in 
my commercial capacity, can do on my own. We need to solve this 
as a group.”



“To understand where you are at, you need to understand a little 
of where you have been,” cautions Allen McCaw. He knows little 
about the proposed new co-op, but plenty about the previous.

“There are lessons to be learned from some of the things that went 
on then and if you can improve on them, fine, use what is available 

now to do that. Just be careful about diving into something that 
sounds like a new idea because it probably isn’t.”

McCaw’s business, Milburn Apiaries, supplied the Co-op from 
their South-Otago base for a number of years but eventually 
relinquished their shares and supply quota. Further north in 
Geraldine Peter Smyth was a long-time supplier too, having as 

Supplying  
Co-op Lessons

With around 300 New Zealand beekeepers exploring the possibility 
of forming a honey producers’ co-operative, Apiarist’s Advocate 

sought out the knowledge of two long-time South Island beekeepers 
and leaders in the honey industry. Allen McCaw and Peter Smyth 

experienced the successes and failures of the 30-year Honey Producers 
Co-operative first hand, as shareholders, suppliers and even Director.
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many as 800 hives. Although he was not a foundation member, he 
says he was on board very early and remained so through until the 
Co-op was wound up in 2014.

“I thought the process worked very well. In my whole time 
beekeeping I never spent one minute trying to export or sell my 
honey. I put all my energy into producing the stuff, sold to the 
co-op and there wasn’t once when I didn’t get paid or have any 
reason to think that a payment wasn’t going to arrive on time,” 
Smyth, who Directed the Co-op through its final seven years in 
operation, says.

The Honey Producers Co-Op formed in 1984 following the 
dissolution of the Honey Marketing Authority. That Authority had 
controlled the export of extracted honey from New Zealand for 
30 years, a mandate they had been given through the Primary 
Products Marketing Act 1953. In 1983 the Honey Marketing 
Authority was dissolved, opening the door for beekeepers to 
export their own honey.

Many of the large, primarily family-owned, beekeeping 
operations forged their own international marketing path, and 
some continue to do so today. Meanwhile the resources of the 
Honey Marketing Authority were used to form the Honey Industry 
Trust Fund and the newly-formed Honey Producers Co-Operative 
was initially assisted for several years by the provision of a 
substantial low-interest loan from those funds. 

“That was a bit of a sore point at the time, from people who 
didn’t think it should go ahead, particularly other packers,”  
Smyth recalls.

The Co-op lasted until 2014 when Comvita bought the last of its 
assets. Smyth and McCaw both say it was primarily South Island 

based and point out that through most of its tenure Clover honey 
was most keenly sought.

Discussions with the two experienced beekeepers identified 
three key areas of weakness which led to the Co-op dwindling: 
a failure to source sufficient funding, the obligation to buy all of 
a shareholder’s crop no-matter the grade, and the reluctance of 
shareholders to supply their best honey.

Smyth says that any members of a honey co-op need to realise 
they have to fund it themselves.

“They are the owners of the business … Just like your own 
business where you have to put money in for new boxes, new gear, 
vehicles. Well the co-op you have to put money in for research and 
development, machinery, all that sort of thing.”

Speaking with the hindsight of someone who has been  
President of the National Beekeepers Association, Chairman of 
the Honey Marketing Committee and Chairman of the Packers 
Association, among other roles, McCaw also details the balancing 
act of co-op financing.

“Because of the seasonality of our crop, which is a feature of 
the industry, you have to fund a lot of honey at one point, and you 
either have honey or you have money. It’s one or the other.”

When proposing a co-op in the current circumstances, McCaw 
believes the funding issue could also lead directly into another 
concern - that is the mandate to buy a member’s entire crop.

“When some of that product is unsaleable, and at the minute 
quite a bit of what they might handle would be unsaleable, then 
it is extremely difficult to have a whole lot of stock sitting around. 
First of all you have to store it and secondly you have to fund 
it, because your members are expecting to be paid. That is the 
biggest problem with co-ops,” says McCaw.

The former co-op may have been burdened with buying its 
shareholders’ low grade honey – and ironically a large portion 
of which would have been Manuka – but the problem was only 
exacerbated by the decision of some members to selectively 
supply, Smyth points out.

“In the past there were a lot that wanted the benefits of the co-
op and to sell privately. They wanted a dollar both ways and they 
essentially held the place back, over a number of years.

“[As a co-op] you have to have surety of supply. Just because 
some packers are paying a few cents more, you can’t just rush over 
there a get a few extra cents because you are dragging your own 
business down. A lot of guys did not grasp that, the co-op was 
their own business- an extension of their own business. They would 
undercut their own business at times. It was just madness,” the 
most recent Co-op Director says. 

McCaw and Smyth have experienced the benefits of a honey 
co-operative first hand, and witnessed the failings of the business 
model and its shareholders. Unsurprisingly, their words speak to 
one matter as the making and breaking of any model. Genuine 
cooperation among members.Peter Smyth
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1880s Isaac Hopkins publishes a beekeeping magazine titled The New 
Zealand and Australian Bee Journal in the first half of the decade. 

1914-22 In July 1914 the first iteration of the The New Zealand Beekeeper 
is published, that is an official publication of the National Beekeeping 
Association (NBA). Titled The New Zealand Beekeeper Journal, it is 
released quarterly, with the primary focus beekeeping tips.

1922-39 The New Zealand Beekeeper Journal faces troubles with regular 
publication and so is incorporated into New Zealand Smallholder, a 
more general-purpose print which covers a variety of industries, such 
as fruit-growers and poultry farmers.

1929 Canterbury beekeeper and founder of Airborne Honey, William 
“Billy” Bray, starts The New Zealand Honey Producer, which has the motto 
“Better Beekeeping, Better Marketing”. It was published for about two 
years.
 
1937-39 Percy Hillary, father of Sir Edmund, veteran of Gallipoli, trained 
journalist and South Auckland beekeeper, publishes New Zealand 
Honeybee. The monthly magazine is printed until 1939.

1939 The New Zealand Beekeeper Journal is once again published as a 
standalone quarterly, with the editor South Taranaki beekeeper Gilbert 
Kirker. Kirker holds this position until his death in 1942. His dedication 
helps see the journal back to regular publication, which it maintains in 
various guises until present day.

A Brief History of Regular Beekeeping Publications in New Zealand

It is said that Mary Bumby, the sister of a Methodist missionary, 
introduced the first honey bees to New Zealand – in Hokianga 
in 1839. However, for written word relating to New Zealand 
beekeeping in those early years, it was apiarist and Anglican 
missionary William Cotton who led the way. In the 1840s Cotton 
penned a series of articles on beekeeping in The New Zealander, 
a weekly newspaper at the time. From these articles Cotton then 
compiled A Manual for New Zealand Beekeepers in 1848, then the 
following year Ko nga pi (The Bees), written in Maori.

With the introduction of the Langstroth hive in the 1870s commercial 
beekeeping soon began, leading to the formation of the National 
Beekeepers Association in 1913. Following soon after was The New 
Zealand Beekeeper, first published as a journal by the NBA in 1914. It 
survives today in magazine form through Apiculture New Zealand.

A History of  
Informing Kiwi Apiarists

Through the years there have been many regular publications 
which have sought to educate and inform the Kiwi beekeeper, with 
some iconic beekeeping names behind the typewriters. All the while 
The New Zealand Beekeeper, though having its ups and downs, has 
survived. More details on all can be found in the accompanying info 
box.

Apiarist’s Advocate, while seeking to add to the good work which 
has gone before in all the publications listed, will be something 
a bit different – a publication adapted for the modern world, an 
eMagazine that will form its own path.

Thanks to Nick Wallingford and Roger Bray, experienced writers and 
history buffs to New Zealand beekeeping, for their input to researching 
this article. 

1976 The New Zealand Beekeeping Journal moves from A5 size to the 
larger A4.

1978-97 The Ecroyd family, suppliers of beekeeping products, along 
with Peter Lyttle, owner of New Zealand Beeswax Processors, distribute 
The Apiarist. Primarily a trade publication, The Apiarist is mostly 
published bi-monthly or quartley.

1988-93 The NBA assists in the creation of a second beekeeping 
publication, titled Buzzwords, to run alongside their existing journal. 
From September 1988 to December 1993, 59 issues are published 
monthly under the editorial stewardship of two Ministry of Agriculture 
and Fishery (MAF) advisers - Andrew Matheson and Cliff Eaton.

1994 The NBA decides to merge their two publications. The title of The 
New Zealand Beekeeper (as it has now dropped the Journal portion of 
its title) is maintained. Many facets of Buzzwords are retained, but not 
its title. The now revamped monthly magazine New Zealand Beekeeper 
publishes its first issue in January of 1994.

2000-2019 The popularisation of the internet provides opportunity for 
people to mass communicate and distribute information without the 
requirement of printing. Email lists and online forums become popular 
amongst New Zealand beekeepers.

2019 Apiarist’s Advocate monthly eMagazine launches in August, and 
The New Zealand Beekeeper remains as a source for national beekeeping 
and apiculture news.

At Apiarist’s Advocate we thought it pertinent that for this, our 
inaugural issue, we took a look back at the history of beekeeping 

publications in New Zealand.
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BROOD
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*From local and imported ingredients
vitahive.co.nz

THIS SPRING WITH BROOD BOOSTER

VitaHive Brood Booster™ is a scientifically researched 
and formulated bee health and nutrition product, specially 
formulated to help stimulate the queen to lay. Simply 
add VitaHive Brood Booster™ to your sugar syrup 
and feed during late winter or early spring to help break 
dormacy for a faster build-up and stronger colony sooner 
or feed during autumn to strengthen over-wintering hives.

Stimulate Laying 
Build stronger spring hives for greater honey production 
and pollination

Scientifically Researched Ingredients
Vital nutrition for brood rearing and royal jelly
production. Brood Booster really does boost brood!

Supports Hive Health
Added essential oils for a healthier hive with bees that 
live longer

Reduce Fermentation
Studies show Brood Booster reduces yeasts, moulds and 
bacteria in your syrup

High in Protein
Supports healthy brood development

View the science and learn more at vitahive.co.nz
Available 

exclusively  
from Ecrotek

S C I E N C E - B A S E D  N U T R I T I O N

The proposed Clean Car Discount “feebate” was announced by 
Associate Minister of Transport Julie Anne Genter in July. The 
scheme, which would come into effect in 2021, would see subsides 
handed out for the purchase of low-emission vehicles. It would be 
funded by way of import fees on higher emission vehicles. Many 
utes and light trucks, commonly used by beekeepers, would fall 
into the high-emissions bracket. Continued on pg12

Beekeepers could be left  
carrying “feebate” load

Beekeepers could be hit in the pocket as they 
fall foul of a government scheme to promote 
consumer uptake of low-emissions vehicles, 

some industry insiders believe.

11
The Ford Ranger, New 

Zealand’s most popular 
ute, could see a $2750 

price increase if proposed 
legislation goes ahead.



To sweeten the pot, Apiarist’s Advocate offered up a 
randomly-drawn prize to new subscribers prior to our first 
issue going out. Jim McMillan of The True Honey Co had 
his number drawn, landing him a new ventilated beesuit, 
hive tool and $100 Prezzy Card.

With approximately 6,500 hives under his control, 
McMillan could certainly find use for the prize. He founded 
The True Honey Co six years ago and is CEO and an 
equal-share owner with his father. The company has  
hives in many areas of the North Island and the top of  
the South Island, with its head of operations in the 
Hawke’s Bay.

The True Honey Co’s focus is on siting hives in tough  
to reach locations with highly active Manuka. To do 
so they have an ace up their sleeve in sister company 
Heliworx Aotearoa.

“We specialise in producing high to ultra-high active 
Manuka from remote locations and we fly all of our hives 
in and out,” McMillan, himself a commercial helicopter 
pilot, explains.

Heliworx Aotearoa operates up to five helicopters and 
not only assists with their sister company’s hives over their 
large expanse, but also fellow beekeepers up and down 
the North Island. Site preparations, hive movements and 
flying in for mid-season checks mean the helicopters are 
fully occupied serving beekeepers.

While the True Honey Co largely contracts out 
extraction and packing of their honey, they have 
developed their own brand. For this McMillian says there is 
a clear goal.

“Our vision was to become the most trusted brand of 
Manuka honey. We have developed the brand trying 
to give Manuka honey the respect it deserves, on the 
premium end.”

That will take more than a bonus beesuit, hive tool and 
$100, but they can only help.

And the 
Winner is…
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The scheme would apply to all new and used vehicles entering 
the country which have a gross vehicle mass of less than 3.5 tonnes. 
Rebates would be capped at $8000 and fees at $3000, with carbon 
dioxide output the yard-stick.

The Ministry of Transport released a 44 page discussion paper 
on July 9 that outlines the details of the Clean Car Discount along 
with a Clean Car Standard proposal that would concern vehicle 
importers regarding the emission outputs over the entirety of  
their fleet.

The document detailed the fee or rebates associated with 
different vehicle models, including several common amongst 
beekeepers such as 4WD utes – all of which would be subject to a 
fee, ranging from $2250 to $3000 for new vehicles.

Federated Farmers climate change spokesman Andrew Hoggard 
has been outspoken in his belief that the agriculture sector should 
be immune from any “feebate” scheme because of the lack 
of practical low-emission alternatives. He has found an ally in 
James Ward, the owner-operator of one of New Zealand’s largest 
beekeeping businesses, Kintail Honey.

Ward says he attended the Brisbane Truck Show last year and 
explored the options regarding electric heavy vehicles, but there  
was nothing which could meet their needs and it is the same with 
lighter trucks. 

“If they brought on-stream some hybrids, that would at least be 
a start. We would embrace that pretty quick. Anything for savings,” 
Ward says.

Kintail Honey has a large fleet to service their more than 10,000 
hives across the North Island. This includes 13 utes and three Toyota 
Landcruisers. On average two of those vehicles were replaced 
annually, and Kintail would have no option but to absorb any added 
cost Ward says.

“Because we are honey producers, you can’t cost plus it. We are 
not a plumbing business or a builder – we are just like a farmer, the 
bulk of us are price takers. There are not many of us that are price 
setters in this industry, which means you are lumbered with the costs 
and you just have to absorb them.”

Kintail’s ute fleet is largely made up of Toyota Hiluxs which are in 
line for a $2500 fee, while New Zealand’s top selling ute in each of 
the past five years, the Ford Ranger, would be $2750 worse off under 
the proposed scheme.

Ford New Zealand Communications and Government Relations 
Manager Tom Clancy believes there could be a lot of change to the 
scheme from what has been proposed, and manufactures may not 
necessarily pass the fees straight on to consumers.

“It depends on how they do implement it. There are so many 
questions about it and it is difficult to say,” says Clancy.

“The submissions process will be interesting, in terms of what 
people put forward. There is a bit of a reality check coming for the 
people who drafted it.”

Apiculture New Zealand had yet to discuss the topic, when 
approached in late July, but CEO Karin Kos expects they will give 
feedback to the Ministry before the August 20 deadline.

Board member Ricki Leahy, a commercial beekeeper in 
Murchison, says he understands why the government is trying 
to encourage the uptake of electric and hybrid vehicles and 
unfortunately beekeepers may become collateral damage. 

 “Whenever you have a big picture move like this, it captures 80 
percent of what you are trying to and there is 20 percent of the 
market who get disadvantaged by it. Beekeepers, farmers and 
tradesmen who need utes will cop it.”

The discussion paper and details for providing feedback can be 
found on the Ministry’s website, www.transport.govt.nz.

Jim McMillan



Editorial

A blank page offers a writer endless possibility and that is effectively 
what lay before us for this first issue of Apiarist’s Advocate.  

Of course we have had to fill it appropriately and I hope the material 
proves satisfactory – on that note, we welcome your feedback.
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At Apiarist’s Advocate we will seek out the most pertinent sources, 
but at times there might be more, or just as, appropriate people 
who can lay comment. Whether that is you, or someone you can 
recommend then we are listening. In my experience beekeepers 
are opinionated folk and there are bound to be issues touched on 
in these pages in which our readers can positively progress the 
conversation.

Conversely, there will be issues we miss which you think  
should be highlighted. I am happy for these to be brought to  
our attention.

You may choose to pen a letter (email) to the Editor, and it is my 
intention we have a regular section of the eMagazine dedicated 
to correspondence. If you do, please make them 250 words or less 
and supply your full name and location.

THIS ISSUE

As we collected subscribers over the past month plus, we also 
asked for some basic information regarding your beekeeping 
demographics. Thank you for providing this information, it is 
valuable as we determine what content to bring you. It has shown 
we have subscribers from all over New Zealand and in this issue 
we have stories to match that, starting with Can we Co-Operate? on 
page 2.

It was interesting to hear the words “work together” mentioned 
from so many different quarters at the national conference in 
Rotorua that I lost count. It seems we understand it is required, 
but what does “work together” mean in practical terms? A co-

operative business would surely be the most extreme versions of 
working together, but as we highlight in this issue with Supplying 
Co-op Lessons, it is easier said than done.

Sean Goodwin wouldn’t be drawn on his opinion of a co-op 
during his address in Rotorua, but he hit plenty of other points. I 
enjoy listening to Sean speak because of his ability to pull apart 
issues and present them to the layman. Whether you agree with 
him or not, he clearly makes his opinion known and I have tried to 
convey his main points in Wounded & Broken – but Fixable.

Environmental concerns are often front of mind for beekeepers 
and perhaps the government scheme outlined in Beekeepers Could 
be Left Carrying Feebate Load could leave apiarists torn. Many will 
be happy to have a policy put in place which will aim  
to lower carbon emissions, but it is hard not to feel unduly 
punished by it and left no way of avoiding what would amount to 
another tax.

Also in this issue, we handed out our giveaway to one lucky 
subscriber and I took that chance to catch up with the winner. 
Jim McMillan of The True Honey Co who was very obliging and 
sharing stories of beekeepers, businesses or anyone else involved 
in apiculture, like Jim, can only help bring the industry closer 
together. I don’t think we do this enough and beekeepers are often 
very guarded, often to their own detriment.

All in all there is plenty to talk about so, let’s work together  
on this.

Patrick Dawkins, Editor.



An accountant who understands 
your business!

I’m a Blenheim-based chartered accountant, 
hobbyist beekeeper, and business partner 
with all of my clients. What’s important to me 
is understanding my clients’ business and 
bringing that personal touch. Please contact 
me confidentially and without obligation if 
you’d like to discuss how I can assist you and 
your business this year.

www.marrnz.com
Office: 03 929 3100

Mobile: 027 276 7682
Email: office@marrnz.com

Well-established commercial beekeeping business, currently operating 
approximately 1300 hives. 1.6 hectare lifestyle block, six bedroom 
dwelling and a range of buildings which are RMP certified for honey 
production and storage.

Helping grow the countrywww.pggwre.co.nz/DUN29799

Sally Taylor
Residential & Lifestyle Sales 
Consultant

M 027 346 7986
sally.taylor@pggwrightson.co.nz

COMMERCIAL BEEKEEPING 
BUSINESS FOR SALE

PGG Wrightson Real Estate Limited, licensed under the REAA 2008.

7189 Wedderburn-Becks Road, Central Otago.

Contact

Apiarist's Advocate is brought to you by Patrick & Laura Dawkins, 
Marlborough beekeepers.
www.apiaristsadvocate.com
www.facebook.com/apiadvocate
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